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in general, it may be confessed here, as we are out of hearing
in this discussion of all but those who are really interested,
that the word was used for the benefit only of those who are
indifferent. A sentence with two stops is not a monstrosity,
if it wants them; and that will be realized, if once sensible
punctuation gets the upper hand of neatness.
These are the most plausible objections on principle to a
system of using quotation-marks with stops that would be in
the main logical. It may be thought, however, that it was our
business to be practical and opportunist, and suggest nothing
that could not be acted on at once. But general usage,
besides being illogical, is so inconsistent, different writers im-
proving upon it in special details that appeal to them, that it
seemed simpler to give our idea of what would be the best
attainable, and trust to the tiro's adopting any parts of it that
may not frighten him by their unaccustomed look.
There are single and double quotation-marks, and, apart
from minor peculiarities, two ways of utilizing the variety.
The prevailing one is to use double marks for most purposes,
and single ones for quotations within quotations, as:—"Well,
so he said to me 'What do you mean by it?' and I said 'I
didn't mean anything' ". Some of those who follow this
system also use the single marks for isolated words, short
phrases, and anything that can hardly be called a formal
quotation; this avoids giving much emphasis to such expres-
sions, which is an advantage. The more logical method is
that adopted, for instance, by the Oxford University Press, of
reserving the double marks exclusively for quotations within
quotations. Besides the loss of the useful degrees in emphasis
(sure, however, to be inconsistently utilized), there is a certain
lack of full-dress effect about important quotations when
given this way; but that is probably a mere matter of habitua-
tion. It should be mentioned that most of the quoted quota-
tions in this section had originally the double marks, but
have been altered to suit the more logical method; and the

